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Ellae Jobs

Ellae Jobs was created to provide 
companies with the right creative talent, 
fast.

Our Recruits are expert creatives, smart undergraduates & 
fresh graduates from different higher institutions within 
and outside Nigeria.

Recruitment Strategy;
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After our initial conversation , Ellae Jobs streamlines and 
specifically identifies the need required so as to match such with 
the best resource talent. We ensure that the terms of operation are 
being accepted and that there is mutual agreement between both 
parties. 

We forward to you the best of the assessed candidates for your 
own internal assessment. We have a dynamic assessment 
procedure which allows us to scrutinize our creative experts in 
order to understand their personality and design capability.  Please 
note that Ellae Jobs undertakes to present another set of 
candidates for interview at any point if the client is not satisfied 
with the initial candidates presented. 

Discuss your recruitment needs with us.

Make the ultimate decision of who to hire out of the interviewed 
candidates. This is the concluding stage of the process where you 
show your level of satisfaction. Considering our extensive 
experience, achievements and consistency, we seek to carefully 
meet your needs to the latter

Hire your prefered candidate

Get instant access to the best available 
candidates, connect and arrange interviews
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Ellae Jobs

Ellae Jobs maintains a constantly evolving pool of varied 
and talented individuals. Our straight-foward process gives 
you immediate insight into the background, talents and 
capabilities of these valuable young talents.

Recruitment Process;

An Ellae Jobs staff will be the permanent point of contact. He / She will be fully available to support in the 
definition of your requirements. He / She will ensure the good coordination of the recruitment process and 
will guarantee the confidentiality of the process. 

Our Commitments

The fee payable to Ellae Jobs for a recruitment of a presented candidate is the amount equal to 10% of Annual 
Gross Salary + Tax; this is a one-time payment applicable during the first 12 months of Employment. The 
baseline fee for any hired candidate is N100,000.
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Ellae Jobs

Hire the best creative talent on

07060575236, 014532727-9
jobs@ellaecreative.com

ellaejobs
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